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What Federal Tax Reform 

Means for Minnesota 

A look at the Minnesota impacts of the House 
and Senate tax reform bills and some looming 
policy questions for state lawmakers in 2018.

When Minnesota Management and Budget 
released its November forecast showing a 
deficit of $188 million for the current bien-
nium, the “we warned you” comments from 
DFLers and “we need to get spending un-
der control” statements from Republicans 
were not surprising. However, unlike many 
past forecast releases, the rhetorical fervor 
was muted. Some of that has to do with the 

relatively small size of the projected deficit 
and the fact that 2018 is not a budget year. 
But everyone also recognizes the February 
forecast is going to change and perhaps dra-
matically in light of developments in Wash-
ington, DC. Or as Senate Majority Leader 
Paul Gazelka said, the November forecast 
was “obsolete on arrival.”

The February economic forecast from ear-
lier this year anticipated tax reform, but the 
state’s macroeconomic consultants removed 
those expectations from the November fore-
cast – likely because months of inactivity 
made federal action seem doubtful. Now 
that the odds favor passage of a federal tax 
bill, state policymakers are in “wait and 
see” mode with respect to how Minnesota’s 
macroeconomic models digest whatever 
Congress eventually comes up with. But 
changes to the federal tax regime raise a 
host of potential state tax policy issues with 
which legislators will have to grapple. And 
given the nature of the effort and its poten-
tial administrative, distributional, and rev-
enue implications for the state, Minnesota 
tax policy may prove to be a bigger arena of 
political drama and intrigue than the state 
budget itself.

A Look at the Impacts on Minne-
sota Individual Income Taxpayers 

We modeled the effects both the final House1 

and Senate bills would have on federal and 
state income tax burdens for income tax fil-
ers at selected incomes and filing statuses. 
Our modeling is based on taxpayer data 
that the Department of Revenue provided 
for our latest Multistate Individual Income 
Tax Comparison Study (tax year 2014). This 
information allows us to model an “average 
taxpayer” for filer types at various incomes. 
The findings from that study establish our 
comparative baseline, and we modeled tax 
returns for those filers under both the final 
House and Senate bills (Tables 1 and 2).

Some important caveats apply:

• We assume federal taxable income re-
mains the starting point for Minnesota 

returns and Minnesota’s only policy re-
sponse is to fully conform to the new cal-
culations of federal taxable income.

• Since the taxpayer information we have is 
specific to tax year 2014, our analysis as-
sumes that changes effective for the 2018 
tax year were instead effective for 2014. 
This creates slightly larger differences be-
tween the baseline standard deduction 
and personal exemption amounts and the 
new standard deduction, and therefore 
may slightly overstate the magnitude of 
tax cuts.

• Any individual taxpayer at these income 
levels may have a much different tax bur-
den than this “average” taxpayer. The 
most important factors in any variations 
include 1) the number of dependents 
claimed, 2) the total amount of itemized 
deductions a filer claims, and 3) the use 
of any “above the line” deductions (i.e. 
income subtracted in the calculation of 
federal adjusted gross income) many of 
which would be eliminated in both the 
House and Senate bills. Our analysis as-
sumes married-joint filers have two chil-
dren and head of household filers have 
one child. 

A few observations:

Most people should see a reduction in 
their federal income taxes. Statements (or 
implications) that these bills result in broad 
based tax increases on low and middle in-
come households are incorrect – at least 
in the short term. Those assertions assume 
that the elimination of the individual rate 
reductions will happen as scheduled some-
time during the 2020s and taxes will rise 
accordingly. In the near term, most house-
holds get an (often sizeable) federal in-
come tax cut – a conclusion shared by the 
Brookings-Urban Tax Policy Center, which 
estimated only 7% of households would see 
a tax increase in 2019.

State income tax burdens would go up for 
most Minnesotans but would decrease for 
wealthier Minnesotans. A major theme 
of this federal income tax reform effort is 
broader bases and lowered rates. The effort 
would also broaden the base for Minneso-
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exemptions more than offsets the larger 
standard deduction. For example, all else 
equal, we calculate that doubling the num-
ber of school age kids from two to four for 
the $150,000 MFJ filer boosts the projected 
state income tax increase under the House 
plan by 125% (to $1,004).

Overall, House and Senate bill impacts 
are fairly comparable with one major ex-
ception pertaining to wealthy filers. The 
most notable difference between House and 

Senate versions occurs in taxable income /
state tax relief at the $500,000 and $1 mil-
lion filer profiles. That is a consequence of 
differing approaches to the treatment of 
pass-through income. The House plan pro-
vides tax relief to filers with pass-through 
income by capping the tax rates that apply 
to it – but provides that all such earnings 
be fully accounted for in federal taxable 
income. The more generous Senate plan, 
however, provides relief by exempting 23% 
of such income from taxation. This differ-

ence has implications for state income taxes, 
since any exemption has the potential to 
flow through to Minnesota taxable income 
calculations, while the House’s plan to de-
liver relief through a rate cap limits the im-
pact strictly to federal taxes.

Looming Policy Questions for 
Lawmakers 

Corporate income tax reform will also offer 
much for state lawmakers to think about. 
An arguably larger issue for lawmakers 
than any budget consequences would be 
the challenging administrative and compli-
ance issues arising out of a major overhaul 
of corporate taxation – all compounded by 
a proposed January 1, 2018 implementation 
date. From reports we have read, the “need 
for speed” has created a disaster zone of 
unsettled and ambiguous implementation, 
compliance, and administrative matters 
featuring unanticipated consequences and 
costs leading one former U.S. Senate Chief 
Tax Counsel to declare the January 1 imple-
mentation date “insane.” 

Put it all together and if Congress enacts a 
tax reform package, Minnesota’s House and 
Senate tax committees have some big dis-
cussions awaiting them and some big deci-
sions to make. They include the following:

How should Minnesota think about and 
approach federal conformity? Minnesota 
has historically addressed federal conformity 
matters expeditiously and in a bipartisan 
manner. But federal conformity decisions 
serve three masters – the state budget, ef-
ficient tax administration and compliance, 
and the politics of tax burden distribution. 
The scope and scale of this particular reform 
effort will create many more tensions and 
trade-offs than usual. 

For example, since 1987 Minnesota has 
been one of a handful of states that uses 
federal taxable income as a starting point 
for individual tax returns, which simplifies 
Minnesota tax filing. However, with the 
elimination of personal exemptions and 
eventual phase out of supplemental credits, 
federal tax burdens would become relatively 
unresponsive to household size. Given this 
and Minnesotans’ sensitivity to fairness con-
cerns, the state may look to return to fed-
eral adjusted gross income basis as a starting 
point and create its own set of personal ex-
emptions and deductions.
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ta’s income tax system since more federal 
income – our starting point for determin-
ing Minnesota taxable income – would be 
exposed to tax. However, without similar 
reductions in Minnesota’s tax rates, state 
income tax burdens would be expected to 
rise, all things being equal.

However the simple mathematics is compli-
cated (as shown in Table 3) by which of the 
three categories a taxpayer would fall into:

• claiming the standard deduction under 
current law and proposed plan

• itemizing deductions under current law 
but claiming the standard deduction un-
der the proposed plan 

• itemizing deductions under the current 
law and the proposed plan.

For the $50,000 and $100,000 married-joint 
filer, (MJF) taxable income changes are 
identical because for state income tax pur-
poses both are non-itemizers. The increases 
in taxable income ($3,800 or $4,200, de-
pending on the plan) result from the loss of 
four personal exemptions (adding $15,800 
in taxable income) minus the incremental 
value of the higher standard deduction.

For the $150,000 and $250,000 MJF, the 
higher standard deductions being proposed 
would exceed the total itemized deductions 
these filers claim under the current tax re-
gime, so we assume they switch to taking the 
standard deduction under both the House 
and Senate proposals. However, the higher 
standard deduction creates less incremen-
tal value for these taxpayers than it does 
for our lower-income examples. With less 
incremental value to offset the loss of the 
personal exemptions, the result is a larger 
increase in taxable income.

For the $500,000 and $1 million MFJ, Min-
nesota taxable income declines for two rea-
sons:

• for the Senate plan only, 23% of pass-
through business income (which both of 
these taxpayers have) is exempted when 
calculating taxable income

• for both the Senate and House plans, the 
interaction between the federal changes 
and the state’s existing limitation on 
itemized deductions and personal exemp-
tions (which we assume the state leaves 

in place) actually exempts more income 
from state taxes. 

The second bullet point above illustrates 
one of the many consequences this reform 
effort would have that may not be immedi-
ately apparent. Under current state law, high 
income earners must 
phase out the value of 
their personal exemp-
tions and itemized de-
ductions similar to the 
Pease limitations at the 
federal level. However, 
the limitations cannot 
reduce total itemized 
deductions below the 
amount of the stan-
dard deduction. The 
increase in the stan-
dard deduction under 
both House and Sen-
ate proposals effec-
tively raises the “floor” 
for these limitations 
– as best seen in the 
married-joint filer with $1 million, where 
the $12,000 decline in Minnesota taxable 

income under the House plan is exactly 
equal to the total increase in the standard 
deduction.

Family/Household Size Matters. As Table 
3 shows, taxable income declines for our 
single and head of household examples by 

around $900 to $1,300, 
illustrating how house-
hold size/filing type 
influence whether one 
wins or loses under 
this reform. The high-
er standard deduction 
(roughly $9,000) for 
the head of household 
filer with one depen-
dent outweighs the 
effect of losing two 
personal exemptions 
worth $7,900. Similar-
ly, the single filer loses 
a personal exemp-
tion worth $3,950 but 
more than makes up 
for it with the higher 

standard deduction. The opposite effect oc-
curs in larger families as the loss of personal 

Federal conformity 
decisions serve three 
masters – the state 
budget, efficient tax 
administration and 

compliance, and the 
politics of tax burden 

distribution.  

Table 1:  Change in Federal and State Tax Income Tax Burdens Under House Plan

Filer Type/Income Federal/ State Baseline Tax Tax Under GOP Plan Change ($) Change (%)

Married-Joint/$50K Federal ($251) ($287) ($36) -14.3%

State $912 $1,115 $203 22.3%

Total $661 $828 $167 25.3%

Married-Joint/$100K Federal $6,649 $4,558 ($2,091) -31.4%

State $3,803 $4,203 $400 10.5%

Total $10,452 $8,761 ($1,691) -16.2%

Married-Joint/$150K Federal $17,743 $14,116 ($3,627) -20.4%

State $7,102 $7,552 $450 6.3%

Total $24,845 $21,668 ($3,177) -12.8%

Married-Joint/$250K Federal $38,720 $36,257 ($2,463) -6.4%

State $13,449 $14,462 $1,013 7.5%

Total $52,169 $50,719 ($1,450) -2.8%

Married-Joint/$500K Federal $119,808 $110,848 ($8,960) -7.5%

State $36,816 $36,466 ($350) -1.0%

Total $156,624 $147,314 ($9,310) -5.9%

Married-Joint/$1 million Federal $293,438 $270,417 ($23,021) -7.8%

State $86,313 $84,638 ($1,675) -1.9%

Total $379,751 $355,055 ($24,696) -6.5%

Single/$100K Federal $15,098 $14,171 ($927) -6.1%

State $5,395 $5,312 ($83) -1.5%

Total $20,493 $19,483 ($1,010) -4.9%

Head of Household/$50K Federal $2,995 $1,658 ($1,337) -44.6%

State $1,664 $1,586 ($78) -4.7%

Total $4,659 $3,244 ($1,415) -30.4%

Table 2:  Change in Federal and State Tax Income Tax Burdens Under Senate Plan

Filer Type/Income Federal/ State Baseline Tax Tax Under GOP Plan Change ($) Change (%)

Married-Joint/$50K Federal ($251) ($287) ($36) -14.3%

State $912 $1,274 $362 39.7%

Total $661 $987 $326 49.3%

Married-Joint/$100K Federal $6,649 $4,025 ($2,624) -39.5%

State $3,803 $4,228 $425 11.2%

Total $10,452 $8,253 ($2,199) -21.0%

Married-Joint/$150K Federal $17,743 $13,795 ($3,948) -22.3%

State $7,102 $7,519 $417 5.9%

Total $24,845 $21,314 ($3,531) -14.2%

Married-Joint/$250K Federal $38,720 $34,460 ($4,260) -11.0%

State $13,449 $14,377 $928 6.9%

Total $52,169 $48,837 ($3,332) -6.4%

Married-Joint/$500K Federal $119,808 $98,216 ($21,592) -18.0%

State $36,816 $35,524 ($1,292) -3.5%

Total $156,624 $133,740 ($22,884) -14.6%

Married-Joint/$1 million Federal $293,438 $262,839 ($30,599) -10.4%

State $86,313 $80,935 ($5,378) -6.2%

Total $379,751 $343,774 ($35,977) -9.5%

Single/$100K Federal $15,098 $14,095 ($1,003) -6.6%

State $5,395 $5,328 ($67) -1.2%

Total $20,493 $19,423 ($1,070) -5.2%

Head of Household/$50K Federal $2,995 $1,322 ($1,673) -55.9%

State $1,664 $1,602 ($62) -3.7%

Total $4,659 $2,924 ($1,735) -37.2%

Table 3: Change in Minnesota Taxable Income from House and Senate Tax Proposals

Filing Type/Household Income
Baseline

MN Taxable
Income

House Tax Plan Changes Senate Tax Plan Changes

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Married-Joint / $50,000 $19,622 +$3,800 +19.4% +$4,200 +21.4%

Married-Joint / $100,000 $65,846 +$3,800 +5.8% +$4,200 +6.4%

Married-Joint / $150,000 $112,652 +$5,810 +5.2% +$5,150 +4.6%

Married-Joint / $250,000 $196,017 +$10,630 +5.4% +$9,645 +4.9%

Married-Joint / $500,000 $443,467 ($3,758) (0.8%) ($13,323) (3.0%)

Married-Joint / $1,000,000 $949,795 ($12,000) (1.3%) ($49,551) (5.2%)

Single / $100,000 $82,363 ($1,081) (1.3%) ($881) (1.1%)

Head of Household / $50,000 $30,951 ($1,300) (4.2%) ($1,000) (3.2%)



exemptions more than offsets the larger 
standard deduction. For example, all else 
equal, we calculate that doubling the num-
ber of school age kids from two to four for 
the $150,000 MFJ filer boosts the projected 
state income tax increase under the House 
plan by 125% (to $1,004).

Overall, House and Senate bill impacts 
are fairly comparable with one major ex-
ception pertaining to wealthy filers. The 
most notable difference between House and 

Senate versions occurs in taxable income /
state tax relief at the $500,000 and $1 mil-
lion filer profiles. That is a consequence of 
differing approaches to the treatment of 
pass-through income. The House plan pro-
vides tax relief to filers with pass-through 
income by capping the tax rates that apply 
to it – but provides that all such earnings 
be fully accounted for in federal taxable 
income. The more generous Senate plan, 
however, provides relief by exempting 23% 
of such income from taxation. This differ-

ence has implications for state income taxes, 
since any exemption has the potential to 
flow through to Minnesota taxable income 
calculations, while the House’s plan to de-
liver relief through a rate cap limits the im-
pact strictly to federal taxes.

Looming Policy Questions for 
Lawmakers 

Corporate income tax reform will also offer 
much for state lawmakers to think about. 
An arguably larger issue for lawmakers 
than any budget consequences would be 
the challenging administrative and compli-
ance issues arising out of a major overhaul 
of corporate taxation – all compounded by 
a proposed January 1, 2018 implementation 
date. From reports we have read, the “need 
for speed” has created a disaster zone of 
unsettled and ambiguous implementation, 
compliance, and administrative matters 
featuring unanticipated consequences and 
costs leading one former U.S. Senate Chief 
Tax Counsel to declare the January 1 imple-
mentation date “insane.” 

Put it all together and if Congress enacts a 
tax reform package, Minnesota’s House and 
Senate tax committees have some big dis-
cussions awaiting them and some big deci-
sions to make. They include the following:

How should Minnesota think about and 
approach federal conformity? Minnesota 
has historically addressed federal conformity 
matters expeditiously and in a bipartisan 
manner. But federal conformity decisions 
serve three masters – the state budget, ef-
ficient tax administration and compliance, 
and the politics of tax burden distribution. 
The scope and scale of this particular reform 
effort will create many more tensions and 
trade-offs than usual. 

For example, since 1987 Minnesota has 
been one of a handful of states that uses 
federal taxable income as a starting point 
for individual tax returns, which simplifies 
Minnesota tax filing. However, with the 
elimination of personal exemptions and 
eventual phase out of supplemental credits, 
federal tax burdens would become relatively 
unresponsive to household size. Given this 
and Minnesotans’ sensitivity to fairness con-
cerns, the state may look to return to fed-
eral adjusted gross income basis as a starting 
point and create its own set of personal ex-
emptions and deductions.
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ta’s income tax system since more federal 
income – our starting point for determin-
ing Minnesota taxable income – would be 
exposed to tax. However, without similar 
reductions in Minnesota’s tax rates, state 
income tax burdens would be expected to 
rise, all things being equal.

However the simple mathematics is compli-
cated (as shown in Table 3) by which of the 
three categories a taxpayer would fall into:

• claiming the standard deduction under 
current law and proposed plan

• itemizing deductions under current law 
but claiming the standard deduction un-
der the proposed plan 

• itemizing deductions under the current 
law and the proposed plan.

For the $50,000 and $100,000 married-joint 
filer, (MJF) taxable income changes are 
identical because for state income tax pur-
poses both are non-itemizers. The increases 
in taxable income ($3,800 or $4,200, de-
pending on the plan) result from the loss of 
four personal exemptions (adding $15,800 
in taxable income) minus the incremental 
value of the higher standard deduction.

For the $150,000 and $250,000 MJF, the 
higher standard deductions being proposed 
would exceed the total itemized deductions 
these filers claim under the current tax re-
gime, so we assume they switch to taking the 
standard deduction under both the House 
and Senate proposals. However, the higher 
standard deduction creates less incremen-
tal value for these taxpayers than it does 
for our lower-income examples. With less 
incremental value to offset the loss of the 
personal exemptions, the result is a larger 
increase in taxable income.

For the $500,000 and $1 million MFJ, Min-
nesota taxable income declines for two rea-
sons:

• for the Senate plan only, 23% of pass-
through business income (which both of 
these taxpayers have) is exempted when 
calculating taxable income

• for both the Senate and House plans, the 
interaction between the federal changes 
and the state’s existing limitation on 
itemized deductions and personal exemp-
tions (which we assume the state leaves 

in place) actually exempts more income 
from state taxes. 

The second bullet point above illustrates 
one of the many consequences this reform 
effort would have that may not be immedi-
ately apparent. Under current state law, high 
income earners must 
phase out the value of 
their personal exemp-
tions and itemized de-
ductions similar to the 
Pease limitations at the 
federal level. However, 
the limitations cannot 
reduce total itemized 
deductions below the 
amount of the stan-
dard deduction. The 
increase in the stan-
dard deduction under 
both House and Sen-
ate proposals effec-
tively raises the “floor” 
for these limitations 
– as best seen in the 
married-joint filer with $1 million, where 
the $12,000 decline in Minnesota taxable 

income under the House plan is exactly 
equal to the total increase in the standard 
deduction.

Family/Household Size Matters. As Table 
3 shows, taxable income declines for our 
single and head of household examples by 

around $900 to $1,300, 
illustrating how house-
hold size/filing type 
influence whether one 
wins or loses under 
this reform. The high-
er standard deduction 
(roughly $9,000) for 
the head of household 
filer with one depen-
dent outweighs the 
effect of losing two 
personal exemptions 
worth $7,900. Similar-
ly, the single filer loses 
a personal exemp-
tion worth $3,950 but 
more than makes up 
for it with the higher 

standard deduction. The opposite effect oc-
curs in larger families as the loss of personal 

Federal conformity 
decisions serve three 
masters – the state 
budget, efficient tax 
administration and 

compliance, and the 
politics of tax burden 

distribution.  

Table 1:  Change in Federal and State Tax Income Tax Burdens Under House Plan

Filer Type/Income Federal/ State Baseline Tax Tax Under GOP Plan Change ($) Change (%)

Married-Joint/$50K Federal ($251) ($287) ($36) -14.3%

State $912 $1,115 $203 22.3%

Total $661 $828 $167 25.3%

Married-Joint/$100K Federal $6,649 $4,558 ($2,091) -31.4%

State $3,803 $4,203 $400 10.5%

Total $10,452 $8,761 ($1,691) -16.2%

Married-Joint/$150K Federal $17,743 $14,116 ($3,627) -20.4%

State $7,102 $7,552 $450 6.3%

Total $24,845 $21,668 ($3,177) -12.8%

Married-Joint/$250K Federal $38,720 $36,257 ($2,463) -6.4%

State $13,449 $14,462 $1,013 7.5%

Total $52,169 $50,719 ($1,450) -2.8%

Married-Joint/$500K Federal $119,808 $110,848 ($8,960) -7.5%

State $36,816 $36,466 ($350) -1.0%

Total $156,624 $147,314 ($9,310) -5.9%

Married-Joint/$1 million Federal $293,438 $270,417 ($23,021) -7.8%

State $86,313 $84,638 ($1,675) -1.9%

Total $379,751 $355,055 ($24,696) -6.5%

Single/$100K Federal $15,098 $14,171 ($927) -6.1%

State $5,395 $5,312 ($83) -1.5%

Total $20,493 $19,483 ($1,010) -4.9%

Head of Household/$50K Federal $2,995 $1,658 ($1,337) -44.6%

State $1,664 $1,586 ($78) -4.7%

Total $4,659 $3,244 ($1,415) -30.4%

Table 2:  Change in Federal and State Tax Income Tax Burdens Under Senate Plan

Filer Type/Income Federal/ State Baseline Tax Tax Under GOP Plan Change ($) Change (%)

Married-Joint/$50K Federal ($251) ($287) ($36) -14.3%

State $912 $1,274 $362 39.7%

Total $661 $987 $326 49.3%

Married-Joint/$100K Federal $6,649 $4,025 ($2,624) -39.5%

State $3,803 $4,228 $425 11.2%

Total $10,452 $8,253 ($2,199) -21.0%

Married-Joint/$150K Federal $17,743 $13,795 ($3,948) -22.3%

State $7,102 $7,519 $417 5.9%

Total $24,845 $21,314 ($3,531) -14.2%

Married-Joint/$250K Federal $38,720 $34,460 ($4,260) -11.0%

State $13,449 $14,377 $928 6.9%

Total $52,169 $48,837 ($3,332) -6.4%

Married-Joint/$500K Federal $119,808 $98,216 ($21,592) -18.0%

State $36,816 $35,524 ($1,292) -3.5%

Total $156,624 $133,740 ($22,884) -14.6%

Married-Joint/$1 million Federal $293,438 $262,839 ($30,599) -10.4%

State $86,313 $80,935 ($5,378) -6.2%

Total $379,751 $343,774 ($35,977) -9.5%

Single/$100K Federal $15,098 $14,095 ($1,003) -6.6%

State $5,395 $5,328 ($67) -1.2%

Total $20,493 $19,423 ($1,070) -5.2%

Head of Household/$50K Federal $2,995 $1,322 ($1,673) -55.9%

State $1,664 $1,602 ($62) -3.7%

Total $4,659 $2,924 ($1,735) -37.2%

Table 3: Change in Minnesota Taxable Income from House and Senate Tax Proposals

Filing Type/Household Income
Baseline

MN Taxable
Income

House Tax Plan Changes Senate Tax Plan Changes

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Married-Joint / $50,000 $19,622 +$3,800 +19.4% +$4,200 +21.4%

Married-Joint / $100,000 $65,846 +$3,800 +5.8% +$4,200 +6.4%

Married-Joint / $150,000 $112,652 +$5,810 +5.2% +$5,150 +4.6%

Married-Joint / $250,000 $196,017 +$10,630 +5.4% +$9,645 +4.9%

Married-Joint / $500,000 $443,467 ($3,758) (0.8%) ($13,323) (3.0%)

Married-Joint / $1,000,000 $949,795 ($12,000) (1.3%) ($49,551) (5.2%)

Single / $100,000 $82,363 ($1,081) (1.3%) ($881) (1.1%)

Head of Household / $50,000 $30,951 ($1,300) (4.2%) ($1,000) (3.2%)



Minnesota will not be able to conform to 
every federal provision from a budget stand-
point and will probably not want to con-
form to every federal provision from a policy 
standpoint. And given all the uncertainty 
surrounding the ultimate implementation 
and execution of this tax bill, “how” to con-
form is also up in the air. As former House 
tax chair Ann Lenczewski noted in a recent 
panel discussion before the MCFE board, 
the state would be well advised to form one 
of its infamous “blue ribbon task forces” to 
help the state navigate this critically impor-
tant issue.

How should the state use any additional 
tax revenues that materialize? It’s not 
clear how state revenue collections from 
individual and corporate tax reform would 
shake out in the end, if for no other reason 
than state responses to federal reform will 
influence that outcome. However, there is 
reason to believe – at least in the near term 
– that features like corporate base broaden-
ing and deemed repatriation could result in 
some sort of a “windfall” for state coffers. 
There appear to be three general options:

• Treat any revenue enhancements as a one-
time gain and spend it accordingly. Once 
upon a time repatriation of foreign earn-
ings was seen as a potential pool of federal 
infrastructure funds. Minnesota might 
consider that playbook and use any sup-
plemental revenues from reform to put a 
dent in the state’s transportation and wa-
ter infrastructure needs.

• Pursue concurrent state level tax reform. 
Lowering federal rates will make Minne-
sota’s high individual and corporate rates 
much more economically and competi-
tively relevant. Revenues might be used 
to simply buy down state rates or – taking 
a chapter from ghosts of Minnesota tax 
reform past – used to buy off “losers” in a 
more comprehensive tax reform effort.

• Bank it for the likely shift of federal spending 
responsibilities coming to state government. 
Paying for these tax cuts has to come from 
somewhere. From all indications, “some-
where” will include federal funds to the 
states.

Will state government pursue its own ver-
sion of “tax planning?” One of the major 
concerns expressed about this pending 
legislation is that it could offer significant 
opportunities for tax planning and “work 

arounds” by businesses and individuals to 
minimize tax liability. But as over a dozen 
tax scholars note in a paper entitled, “The 
Games They Will Play: Tax Games, Road-
blocks, and Glitches Under the New Legis-
lation,” taxpayers aren’t the only ones being 
afforded tax planning opportunities. State 
governments have their own ways to get 
around new limitations for state and local 
tax deductions and largely undo the policy 
intent of Congress of raising revenue from 
the elimination of SALT deductibility. Here 
are three possible strategies that have been 
suggested:

• Impose taxes on pass through entities 
and credit those taxes on individual tax 
returns. Under this strategy (only pos-
sible in the House version) something 
like a new “unincorporated business in-
come tax” could be imposed “above the 
line” (i.e. before arriving at adjusted gross 
income) and deducted. To hold the indi-
vidual largely harmless, a credit could be 
given at the individual level for taxes paid 
at the business level. 

• Make charitable contributions to state 
and local governments and have the state 
provide a 100 percent credit for gifts made 
to the state and local government against 
individual taxes owed. 

• Restructure state income taxes as employ-
er-paid payroll taxes with the result being 
very similar to preserving the individual 
level deduction to begin with.2 To the de-
gree states want to preserve progressivity 

in their income tax systems, they could 
offer refundable credits at the individual 
level to filers, targeting the progressivity 
of the combined system to the degree they 
desire.

As these experts point out, states in a rela-
tively straightforward manner could entirely 
negate the effect of the House or Senate 
proposal with respect to state and local in-
come taxes paid on wage income. It will be 
interesting to see if state governments pur-
sue strategies that preserve and maximize 
their self interest just like their taxpayers do.

Given all the uncertainty about federal 
tax and spending decisions over the next 
few months, the bipartisan disregard for 
the November forecast is understandable 
– and probably warranted. But with a short 
legislative session looming, legislators are 
faced with the prospect that much of our 
current income and corporate tax regime 
may soon be as “obsolete” as that Novem-
ber forecast. Q

Greatest Research Hits of 

2017

From tax reform to minimum wage laws to 
the optimal taxation of pot, our look back on 
the year that was in tax and fiscal policy re-
search. Plus, our inaugural “Fiscal Raspberry 
Award” recognizing jaw-dropping awfulness 
in the study of fiscal policy.

As 2018 approaches, we offer our year-end 
review of interesting tax and fiscal policy re-
search we have come across in 2017. Our 
review is hardly exhaustive (essentially stuff 
that conveniently comes across our com-
puters and desks), but we try to flag items 
that are pertinent to policy topics of ongoing 
interest in Minnesota and relevant to state 
policy making. As usual, the year offered 
some interesting insights and occasionally 
provocative conclusions. As a bonus, we 
are pleased to announce our first ever “Fis-
cal Raspberry Award” honoring exceptional 
awfulness in the study of fiscal policy.

Tax Reform: What Might Have 
Been and What Could Lie in the 
Future
There’s tax reform and then there’s TAX 
REFORM – the latter being a fundamen-
tal reconceptualization and redesign of tax 
systems. As an alternative to the corpo-
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rate income tax, the “Destination-Based 
Cash-Flow Tax” floated as part of the 
House GOP’s tax reform earlier this year is 
an example of the latter. Even though the 
“DBCFT” crashed and burned politically, a 
simulation of its adoption in the U.S. helps 
explain why tax experts and economists 
across the political spectrum were rather in-
trigued by this reform idea.3 

Researchers simulated the adoption of the 
House DBCFT (a.k.a. “Better Way” plan) 
with a model that explored both the mac-
roeconomic and distributional impacts here 
and in the global economy by incorporating 
responses from other countries around the 
world to this reform. Researchers concluded 
in the short run U.S. capital stock would 
rise by 25%, pre-tax wage rates would rise 
by 8% and GDP by would rise by 9%. Over 
time capital stock and wage rates remained 
significantly above their baseline values. 
Moreover, this reform produced enough ad-
ditional revenues to permit a reduction in 
personal income tax rates while maintain-
ing the economy’s initial debt-to-GDP ratio. 
When incorporating responses and match-
ing tax rate cuts around the world, the ef-
fects are much smaller but the benefits to 
labor, capital, and the U.S. economy are 
still positive because the absolute marginal 
tax rate in the U.S. would fall by a larger 
amount than elsewhere.

The DCBFT reflects an interest in moving 
more towards consumption-based (VAT 
and VAT-like) taxation which some believe 
is only a matter of time as the problems and 
dissatisfaction with our existing system be-
come more manifest. An interesting “what 
if” investigation explored what the impact 
on state and local government budgets 
would be of an add-on federal VAT to spe-
cifically to reduce the federal deficit.4 

Researchers concluded a federal VAT 
would affect state and local budgets both 
by changes in state and local tax bases and 
changes in the cost of government services 
due to changing prices of compensation and 
purchased goods. Interestingly, the effect of 
a VAT on state income and property tax 
bases can be larger than the effect on sales 

tax bases. The impact of a VAT depends on 
both how big the VAT base is and how big 
consumer price level changes are. In Min-
nesota, research found the impact on com-
bined state and local budget balances ranged 
from a 0.6% increase to a 1.4% decrease.

On the Business Front

Approximately 95% of all businesses in the 
U.S are pass-through entities, a share that 
has grown steadily over decades. One rea-
son for this growth is the potential tax ad-
vantaged nature of the pass-through organi-
zational form in which firms are only taxed 
at the individual level unlike corporations, 
which are taxed at both the entity and in-
dividual levels. How big is this differential? 
Researchers have now estimated the aggre-
gate effective business income tax rate for 
corporations at the state level is 30% higher 
than that for pass through entities (6.1% vs. 
4.7%).5 It’s an important consideration for 
states in developing equitable business tax 
treatment, balancing 
budgets, and identify-
ing appropriate confor-
mity responses to any 
federal tax reform.

How does Minnesota 
“get away” with hav-
ing one of the highest 
state corporate income 
tax rates in the na-
tion? Many would im-
mediately answer, “we 
don’t,” but it’s gener-
ally recognized that 
state corporate income 
tax features like single 
sales apportionment, 
absence of throwback 
rules, and the R&D 
credit are necessary to 
take some of the sting out of our high statu-
tory rates. Research offers new insights into 
the relative influence of “bases vs. rates” in 
explaining the variation in corporate tax 
revenues across states.6 Studying 30 years 
of state corporate tax collections, research-
ers found tax base components account for 
more than 75% of the explained variation in 

tax revenues during that period and play a 
more important role in explaining revenue-
to-GDP ratio patterns across states than 
rate changes do. Interestingly, over time ap-
portionment rules and carryback provisions 
are waning in importance while deprecia-
tion rules and interactions with federal tax 
policies are explaining more of the variance. 
Researchers concluded given the large ef-
fects the structure of the tax base has on 
corporate revenue, “policymakers should be 
careful to use these policies to accomplish 
specific goals.”

The business workforce got its usual share of 
attention, and unsurprisingly the academic 
canon on the impact of minimum wage laws 
grew yet larger this year. Two particular in-
vestigations received a fair amount of news 
coverage and social media attention because 
their contrarian findings highlighted poten-
tial downsides of minimum wage increases. 
One investigation looked at the labor effects 
of Seattle’s move toward a $15 minimum 

wage with the caveat 
that the findings can-
not be generalized to 
predict the effects of 
changes in minimum 
wage laws at the feder-
al level, the state level, 
or in any other locality. 
Researchers conclud-
ed the step-up in the 
minimum wage from 
$11 to $13 per hour 
resulted in a reduction 
in hours worked in low 
wage jobs of around 
9% – resulting in a loss 
of 3.5 million hours 
worked per calendar 
quarter.7 Alternative 
estimates showed the 
number of low-wage 

jobs declined by 6.8%, which represents 
a loss of more than 5,000 jobs. Noting the 
contrast between these findings and previ-
ous literature, researchers argued the results 
could be explained largely, if not entirely, by 
data limitations in earlier studies that they 
were able to circumvent.

Another study, based on 35 years of Cur-
rent Population Survey data, found in-
creasing the minimum wage significantly 
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Minnesota will not be able to conform to 
every federal provision from a budget stand-
point and will probably not want to con-
form to every federal provision from a policy 
standpoint. And given all the uncertainty 
surrounding the ultimate implementation 
and execution of this tax bill, “how” to con-
form is also up in the air. As former House 
tax chair Ann Lenczewski noted in a recent 
panel discussion before the MCFE board, 
the state would be well advised to form one 
of its infamous “blue ribbon task forces” to 
help the state navigate this critically impor-
tant issue.

How should the state use any additional 
tax revenues that materialize? It’s not 
clear how state revenue collections from 
individual and corporate tax reform would 
shake out in the end, if for no other reason 
than state responses to federal reform will 
influence that outcome. However, there is 
reason to believe – at least in the near term 
– that features like corporate base broaden-
ing and deemed repatriation could result in 
some sort of a “windfall” for state coffers. 
There appear to be three general options:

• Treat any revenue enhancements as a one-
time gain and spend it accordingly. Once 
upon a time repatriation of foreign earn-
ings was seen as a potential pool of federal 
infrastructure funds. Minnesota might 
consider that playbook and use any sup-
plemental revenues from reform to put a 
dent in the state’s transportation and wa-
ter infrastructure needs.

• Pursue concurrent state level tax reform. 
Lowering federal rates will make Minne-
sota’s high individual and corporate rates 
much more economically and competi-
tively relevant. Revenues might be used 
to simply buy down state rates or – taking 
a chapter from ghosts of Minnesota tax 
reform past – used to buy off “losers” in a 
more comprehensive tax reform effort.

• Bank it for the likely shift of federal spending 
responsibilities coming to state government. 
Paying for these tax cuts has to come from 
somewhere. From all indications, “some-
where” will include federal funds to the 
states.

Will state government pursue its own ver-
sion of “tax planning?” One of the major 
concerns expressed about this pending 
legislation is that it could offer significant 
opportunities for tax planning and “work 

arounds” by businesses and individuals to 
minimize tax liability. But as over a dozen 
tax scholars note in a paper entitled, “The 
Games They Will Play: Tax Games, Road-
blocks, and Glitches Under the New Legis-
lation,” taxpayers aren’t the only ones being 
afforded tax planning opportunities. State 
governments have their own ways to get 
around new limitations for state and local 
tax deductions and largely undo the policy 
intent of Congress of raising revenue from 
the elimination of SALT deductibility. Here 
are three possible strategies that have been 
suggested:

• Impose taxes on pass through entities 
and credit those taxes on individual tax 
returns. Under this strategy (only pos-
sible in the House version) something 
like a new “unincorporated business in-
come tax” could be imposed “above the 
line” (i.e. before arriving at adjusted gross 
income) and deducted. To hold the indi-
vidual largely harmless, a credit could be 
given at the individual level for taxes paid 
at the business level. 

• Make charitable contributions to state 
and local governments and have the state 
provide a 100 percent credit for gifts made 
to the state and local government against 
individual taxes owed. 

• Restructure state income taxes as employ-
er-paid payroll taxes with the result being 
very similar to preserving the individual 
level deduction to begin with.2 To the de-
gree states want to preserve progressivity 

in their income tax systems, they could 
offer refundable credits at the individual 
level to filers, targeting the progressivity 
of the combined system to the degree they 
desire.

As these experts point out, states in a rela-
tively straightforward manner could entirely 
negate the effect of the House or Senate 
proposal with respect to state and local in-
come taxes paid on wage income. It will be 
interesting to see if state governments pur-
sue strategies that preserve and maximize 
their self interest just like their taxpayers do.

Given all the uncertainty about federal 
tax and spending decisions over the next 
few months, the bipartisan disregard for 
the November forecast is understandable 
– and probably warranted. But with a short 
legislative session looming, legislators are 
faced with the prospect that much of our 
current income and corporate tax regime 
may soon be as “obsolete” as that Novem-
ber forecast. Q

Greatest Research Hits of 

2017

From tax reform to minimum wage laws to 
the optimal taxation of pot, our look back on 
the year that was in tax and fiscal policy re-
search. Plus, our inaugural “Fiscal Raspberry 
Award” recognizing jaw-dropping awfulness 
in the study of fiscal policy.

As 2018 approaches, we offer our year-end 
review of interesting tax and fiscal policy re-
search we have come across in 2017. Our 
review is hardly exhaustive (essentially stuff 
that conveniently comes across our com-
puters and desks), but we try to flag items 
that are pertinent to policy topics of ongoing 
interest in Minnesota and relevant to state 
policy making. As usual, the year offered 
some interesting insights and occasionally 
provocative conclusions. As a bonus, we 
are pleased to announce our first ever “Fis-
cal Raspberry Award” honoring exceptional 
awfulness in the study of fiscal policy.

Tax Reform: What Might Have 
Been and What Could Lie in the 
Future
There’s tax reform and then there’s TAX 
REFORM – the latter being a fundamen-
tal reconceptualization and redesign of tax 
systems. As an alternative to the corpo-
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rate income tax, the “Destination-Based 
Cash-Flow Tax” floated as part of the 
House GOP’s tax reform earlier this year is 
an example of the latter. Even though the 
“DBCFT” crashed and burned politically, a 
simulation of its adoption in the U.S. helps 
explain why tax experts and economists 
across the political spectrum were rather in-
trigued by this reform idea.3 

Researchers simulated the adoption of the 
House DBCFT (a.k.a. “Better Way” plan) 
with a model that explored both the mac-
roeconomic and distributional impacts here 
and in the global economy by incorporating 
responses from other countries around the 
world to this reform. Researchers concluded 
in the short run U.S. capital stock would 
rise by 25%, pre-tax wage rates would rise 
by 8% and GDP by would rise by 9%. Over 
time capital stock and wage rates remained 
significantly above their baseline values. 
Moreover, this reform produced enough ad-
ditional revenues to permit a reduction in 
personal income tax rates while maintain-
ing the economy’s initial debt-to-GDP ratio. 
When incorporating responses and match-
ing tax rate cuts around the world, the ef-
fects are much smaller but the benefits to 
labor, capital, and the U.S. economy are 
still positive because the absolute marginal 
tax rate in the U.S. would fall by a larger 
amount than elsewhere.

The DCBFT reflects an interest in moving 
more towards consumption-based (VAT 
and VAT-like) taxation which some believe 
is only a matter of time as the problems and 
dissatisfaction with our existing system be-
come more manifest. An interesting “what 
if” investigation explored what the impact 
on state and local government budgets 
would be of an add-on federal VAT to spe-
cifically to reduce the federal deficit.4 

Researchers concluded a federal VAT 
would affect state and local budgets both 
by changes in state and local tax bases and 
changes in the cost of government services 
due to changing prices of compensation and 
purchased goods. Interestingly, the effect of 
a VAT on state income and property tax 
bases can be larger than the effect on sales 

tax bases. The impact of a VAT depends on 
both how big the VAT base is and how big 
consumer price level changes are. In Min-
nesota, research found the impact on com-
bined state and local budget balances ranged 
from a 0.6% increase to a 1.4% decrease.

On the Business Front

Approximately 95% of all businesses in the 
U.S are pass-through entities, a share that 
has grown steadily over decades. One rea-
son for this growth is the potential tax ad-
vantaged nature of the pass-through organi-
zational form in which firms are only taxed 
at the individual level unlike corporations, 
which are taxed at both the entity and in-
dividual levels. How big is this differential? 
Researchers have now estimated the aggre-
gate effective business income tax rate for 
corporations at the state level is 30% higher 
than that for pass through entities (6.1% vs. 
4.7%).5 It’s an important consideration for 
states in developing equitable business tax 
treatment, balancing 
budgets, and identify-
ing appropriate confor-
mity responses to any 
federal tax reform.

How does Minnesota 
“get away” with hav-
ing one of the highest 
state corporate income 
tax rates in the na-
tion? Many would im-
mediately answer, “we 
don’t,” but it’s gener-
ally recognized that 
state corporate income 
tax features like single 
sales apportionment, 
absence of throwback 
rules, and the R&D 
credit are necessary to 
take some of the sting out of our high statu-
tory rates. Research offers new insights into 
the relative influence of “bases vs. rates” in 
explaining the variation in corporate tax 
revenues across states.6 Studying 30 years 
of state corporate tax collections, research-
ers found tax base components account for 
more than 75% of the explained variation in 

tax revenues during that period and play a 
more important role in explaining revenue-
to-GDP ratio patterns across states than 
rate changes do. Interestingly, over time ap-
portionment rules and carryback provisions 
are waning in importance while deprecia-
tion rules and interactions with federal tax 
policies are explaining more of the variance. 
Researchers concluded given the large ef-
fects the structure of the tax base has on 
corporate revenue, “policymakers should be 
careful to use these policies to accomplish 
specific goals.”

The business workforce got its usual share of 
attention, and unsurprisingly the academic 
canon on the impact of minimum wage laws 
grew yet larger this year. Two particular in-
vestigations received a fair amount of news 
coverage and social media attention because 
their contrarian findings highlighted poten-
tial downsides of minimum wage increases. 
One investigation looked at the labor effects 
of Seattle’s move toward a $15 minimum 

wage with the caveat 
that the findings can-
not be generalized to 
predict the effects of 
changes in minimum 
wage laws at the feder-
al level, the state level, 
or in any other locality. 
Researchers conclud-
ed the step-up in the 
minimum wage from 
$11 to $13 per hour 
resulted in a reduction 
in hours worked in low 
wage jobs of around 
9% – resulting in a loss 
of 3.5 million hours 
worked per calendar 
quarter.7 Alternative 
estimates showed the 
number of low-wage 

jobs declined by 6.8%, which represents 
a loss of more than 5,000 jobs. Noting the 
contrast between these findings and previ-
ous literature, researchers argued the results 
could be explained largely, if not entirely, by 
data limitations in earlier studies that they 
were able to circumvent.

Another study, based on 35 years of Cur-
rent Population Survey data, found in-
creasing the minimum wage significantly 
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From The Director:  

Sound Tax Policy Lite

Is it possible to be an advocate for sound tax policy without con-
sidering the fiscal health of government and the obligations tax 
revenues support? That question occurred to me as I received a 
number of increasingly excited e-mails from the Tax Foundation 

of Washington DC regarding current federal 
tax reform developments. That organization’s 
research, education and advocacy work has 
had a huge influence both in shaping the re-
publican pro-growth tax reform agenda and 
marketing it to the public. Yet, according to 
the Foundation, with perhaps some false mod-
esty, their influence specifically and at this 
moment in time generally is simply a function 
of “a passion for sound tax policy.”

A lot of people (full disclosure, me included) are questioning the 
“soundness” of the tax policy reform proposals – noting among 
many things, the timing; the antithesis of stability and predict-
ability in the uncertain, temporal mess of phase ins and expira-
tions to meet budget rules; and the innumerable administratively 
challenging, work-around creating, horizontal equity ruining, 
special interest-favoring provisions and implementation issues 
created by the abhorrent process and speed by which the pro-
posals are (or are not) being vetted. But also on the list are the 
deficit and budget ramifications of these proposals. Even under 
the Tax Foundation’s own modeling results – in which projected 
GDP growth exceeds the results of other dynamic model scoring 
by a factor of 5 to 10 – the federal deficit still increases by over a 
half a trillion dollars over the next 10 years.

For the most part, proponents of these tax reform proposals have 
nothing to say about any potential impact on the spending side 
of the ledger. As a result, even some conservative critics interpret 
this effort as a cynical ploy to “starve the beast” dressed up as 
sound tax policy. As former Reagan domestic policy adviser and 
Bush treasury official Bruce Bartlett has commented, “Literally 
the second the ink is dry on the tax cut, deficit hawks will emerge 
from their hibernation, where they have had nary a word of criti-
cism about increasing the deficit by $1.5 trillion, to demand that 
Social Security and Medicare be slashed because the deficit has 
mysteriously increased.” 

Advocating for good tax policy without considering the relation-
ship between tax revenues and existing public services/spending 
programs is an intellectual convenience certainly not afforded to 

state and local governments. When operating under balanced 
budget requirements, simple fiscal responsibility must trump dy-
namic modeling and the supertanker cargo of estimations and 
false precision it unloads on policymakers and the public (e.g. did 
you know Minnesota could expect 18,254 new full time equiva-
lent jobs thanks to tax reform?). Based on projections by the Joint 
Committee on Taxation and the Congressional Budget Office, if 
fully implemented the House’s tax reform proposal would reduce 
federal revenues by 8.2% in FFY 19-20. That same percentage 
applied to our own FY 18-19 general fund budget would repre-
sent roughly $3.5 billion in reduced taxes. We can only imagine 
the hoots of derision if MCFE came out with a pro-growth tax re-
form plan that checked the boxes of all good tax policy principles 
and theory but left a $3-$4 billion crater in the state budget. 

Good tax policy cannot simply ignore the situation on the other 
side of the ledger. Many observers of federal tax reform make an 
important point when they note for all the handwringing about 
the $1.5 trillion increase in the deficit from tax reform, that fig-
ure is about 2% of the deficit growth the CBO projects over the 
next thirty years arising from projected Social Security and Medi-
care spending growth.

A quarter century ago, in his inaugural “From the Director” col-
umn for Fiscal Focus, new executive director Dan Salomone made 
this important – and still exceptionally timely – observation: 

“Greater efficiency in the provision of public services is our last 
card to play. We’ve tried buying down property taxes with state 
taxes; we’ve tried shifting taxes from low-income people to high 
income people and from low value property to high value prop-
erty…Our only hope for a rational tax system lies in spending 
reform. Advancing the cause of efficiency in government has 
everything to do with good tax policy.”

Being serious about good tax policy demands the recognition 
that tax policy and fiscal policy are joined at the hip. It’s why 
we changed our name a few years ago to capture that reality. It’s 
why our historically tax-focused organization also invests con-
siderable time and effort in pension reform, education finance, 
state/local relationships, civil service redesign and many other 
areas. And it’s why sound tax policy is not just a worthy policy 
objective in its own right but also the means to a larger and no 
less important end – fiscal responsibility.
    — M.H.

Mark Haveman

decreases the share of automatable em-
ployment held by low-skilled workers, and 
increases the likelihood that low-skilled 
workers in automatable jobs become un-
employed.8 According to the researchers, 
the effects differ considerably across indus-
tries and demographic groups with older 
workers the most likely to be impacted. 
They conclude groups often ignored in the 
minimum wage literature are in fact quite 
vulnerable to employment changes and 
job loss because of automation following a 
minimum wage increase.

Noting that the debate about minimum 
wage impacts remains “intense and unset-
tled,” with abundant conflicting evidence, 
another analysis provided some perspective 
on what we don’t know in hopes of chart-
ing a research agenda to better reconcile 
the disparate findings. Highlighting several 
relationships and economic factors that re-
main underanalyzed despite over a century 
of study, the researcher concluded absolut-
ism on the issue is probably neither fruitful 
nor accurate. Instead, it would be wiser and 
more productive to “recognize that there is 
not one minimum wage effect,” and instead 
try “to better understand why the employ-
ment effects of minimum wages vary across 
workers, labor markets, time, and the policy 
environment.” That’s probably sage advice 
to the academic community but woefully 
unsatisfying to policymakers.

Our favorite workforce study, however, 
comes from an attempt to explain why 
younger men (aged 21-30) have exhib-
ited a larger decline in work hours since 
the turn of the century compared to older 
men or women.10 One contributing factor: 
video games. Researchers concluded that 
innovations in gaming since 2004 explains 
about half the increase in leisure pursuits 
for younger men, predicting a decline in 
labor hours of 1.5% to 3% which is 38 to 
79 percent of the differential in the decline 
between this group and older men. Moral: 
good pay and benefits are important, but 
a few X-Boxes in the lunchroom wouldn’t 
hurt either. 

“Will You Still Feed Me When 
I’m 64?”
We obtained some interesting new insights 
into the biggest tax relief beneficiaries of 
Minnesota’s on/off /on again 2017 tax bill – 
senior citizens. A Census Bureau investiga-
tion concluded that incomes of the elderly 
are actually higher than those reported in 
official income and poverty statistics.11

 Us-
ing administrative income records linked to 
survey participants, researchers found me-
dian household income of persons 65 and 
over 30% higher ($44,400 vs. $33,800) and 
poverty rates 24% lower (6.9% vs. 9.1%) 
than what official statistics reported. The 
discrepancy was mainly attributable to un-
derreporting of retirement income from de-
fined benefit pension plans and retirement 
account withdrawals. The large difference 
between survey and administrative records 
were present within most demographic sub-
groups. Researchers noted such findings 
suggest the possibility that surveys of retire-
ment consumption may also be biased by 
income underreporting.

Such findings were further supported by 
an examination of income trends prior to 
and immediately after retirement. Employ-
ing data from the IRS Statistics of Income 
Division, researchers concluded most in-
dividuals do not experience a reduction 
in inflation adjusted spendable income af-
ter claiming Social Security.12 Changes in 
spendable income after claiming Social Se-
curity are the result of changes in both in-
come and taxes, as researchers found that 
declines in work-related income were largely 
offset by a reduction in taxes. The study also 
affirmed that what we think we know about 
the economic condition of seniors and retir-
ing baby boomers is likely incorrect. Citing, 
among other evidence, a study that found 
pension income was underreported by 
nearly 60% on Census surveys, researchers 
noted the data on which official household 
income and poverty statistics are based “suf-
fers from misclassification of income, under-
reporting of income, and underreporting 
of enrollment in means-tested government 
programs.”

So if this calls into at least some question the 
wisdom of having targeted scarce state tax 

relief dollars to this selected demographic, 
it doesn’t explain why Uncle Frank, who’s 
probably in decent economic shape in his 
retirement years, is so argumentative at the 
holiday dinner table. An investigation into 
the role the internet and social media plays 
in the growth of political polarization offers 
some understanding.13 

Testing the hypothesis that the internet 
is a major force in the dramatic growth of 
U.S. political polarization because it allows 
citizens to self-select news and information 
through social media, researchers analyzed 
the relationship between changes in mea-
sures of political polarization with trends 
in internet and social media usage. Perhaps 
surprisingly, researchers found the increase 
in polarization is largest in the demographic 
least likely to use the internet and social me-
dia – a.k.a. seniors. Although less than 20% 
of people aged 75 years and older used social 
media, growth in political polarization index 
points in this demographic was 111% above 
the average population from 1996-2012 
and 660%(!) above adults under 40 (whose 
internet and social media usage is above 
80%). Researchers could only speculate on 
an alternative explanation but noted one 
possibility was “endogenous positioning of 
traditional media” otherwise known as the 
cable TV news channel running 24/7 in the 
living room.

“Dude, This Tax Incidence is To-
tally Awesome”

Minnesota’s adoption of medical marijuana 
legislation may have some unintended fis-
cal consequences – namely increased reli-
ance on costly social insurance programs by 
working age adults. In a study of how pas-
sage of state medical marijuana laws affect 
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) 
and workers compensation claims, research-
ers found adoption of such laws increased 
the propensity to claim SSDI by 9.9% and 
increased SSDI benefits by 2.6%. No sta-
tistically significant effects were found 
relative to workman’s comp although the 
relationship was positive. Interestingly, age 
mattered. Passage of medical marijuana leg-
islation increases SSDI and workers comp 
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claiming among younger adults (23 to 40 
years), but not older ones (41 to 62 years).

Meanwhile, with state budgets under stress 
and support for recreational marijuana legal-
ization growing, states are becoming policy 
laboratories for its taxation and regulation. 
A study examined the impact of the State 
of Washington’s decision to switch from a 

25% gross receipts tax collected at every 
step of the supply chain to a 37% excise tax 
at retail.15 The study concluded that, true to 
gross receipts tax theory, pot tax pyramiding 
led to inefficient forms of vertical integra-
tion within the state’s marijuana growing 

industry. Consumers bore 44% of the addi-
tional retail tax burden. Perhaps most sig-
nificantly, the researchers found consumer 
demand for marijuana to be price inelastic 
in the short run but price elastic within a 
few weeks of the price increase. Based on 
this, researchers concluded both that the 
new excise tax was pushing the inflection 
point and “considerable state revenue may 
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revenues support? That question occurred to me as I received a 
number of increasingly excited e-mails from the Tax Foundation 
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tax reform developments. That organization’s 
research, education and advocacy work has 
had a huge influence both in shaping the re-
publican pro-growth tax reform agenda and 
marketing it to the public. Yet, according to 
the Foundation, with perhaps some false mod-
esty, their influence specifically and at this 
moment in time generally is simply a function 
of “a passion for sound tax policy.”

A lot of people (full disclosure, me included) are questioning the 
“soundness” of the tax policy reform proposals – noting among 
many things, the timing; the antithesis of stability and predict-
ability in the uncertain, temporal mess of phase ins and expira-
tions to meet budget rules; and the innumerable administratively 
challenging, work-around creating, horizontal equity ruining, 
special interest-favoring provisions and implementation issues 
created by the abhorrent process and speed by which the pro-
posals are (or are not) being vetted. But also on the list are the 
deficit and budget ramifications of these proposals. Even under 
the Tax Foundation’s own modeling results – in which projected 
GDP growth exceeds the results of other dynamic model scoring 
by a factor of 5 to 10 – the federal deficit still increases by over a 
half a trillion dollars over the next 10 years.

For the most part, proponents of these tax reform proposals have 
nothing to say about any potential impact on the spending side 
of the ledger. As a result, even some conservative critics interpret 
this effort as a cynical ploy to “starve the beast” dressed up as 
sound tax policy. As former Reagan domestic policy adviser and 
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the second the ink is dry on the tax cut, deficit hawks will emerge 
from their hibernation, where they have had nary a word of criti-
cism about increasing the deficit by $1.5 trillion, to demand that 
Social Security and Medicare be slashed because the deficit has 
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Advocating for good tax policy without considering the relation-
ship between tax revenues and existing public services/spending 
programs is an intellectual convenience certainly not afforded to 

state and local governments. When operating under balanced 
budget requirements, simple fiscal responsibility must trump dy-
namic modeling and the supertanker cargo of estimations and 
false precision it unloads on policymakers and the public (e.g. did 
you know Minnesota could expect 18,254 new full time equiva-
lent jobs thanks to tax reform?). Based on projections by the Joint 
Committee on Taxation and the Congressional Budget Office, if 
fully implemented the House’s tax reform proposal would reduce 
federal revenues by 8.2% in FFY 19-20. That same percentage 
applied to our own FY 18-19 general fund budget would repre-
sent roughly $3.5 billion in reduced taxes. We can only imagine 
the hoots of derision if MCFE came out with a pro-growth tax re-
form plan that checked the boxes of all good tax policy principles 
and theory but left a $3-$4 billion crater in the state budget. 

Good tax policy cannot simply ignore the situation on the other 
side of the ledger. Many observers of federal tax reform make an 
important point when they note for all the handwringing about 
the $1.5 trillion increase in the deficit from tax reform, that fig-
ure is about 2% of the deficit growth the CBO projects over the 
next thirty years arising from projected Social Security and Medi-
care spending growth.

A quarter century ago, in his inaugural “From the Director” col-
umn for Fiscal Focus, new executive director Dan Salomone made 
this important – and still exceptionally timely – observation: 

“Greater efficiency in the provision of public services is our last 
card to play. We’ve tried buying down property taxes with state 
taxes; we’ve tried shifting taxes from low-income people to high 
income people and from low value property to high value prop-
erty…Our only hope for a rational tax system lies in spending 
reform. Advancing the cause of efficiency in government has 
everything to do with good tax policy.”

Being serious about good tax policy demands the recognition 
that tax policy and fiscal policy are joined at the hip. It’s why 
we changed our name a few years ago to capture that reality. It’s 
why our historically tax-focused organization also invests con-
siderable time and effort in pension reform, education finance, 
state/local relationships, civil service redesign and many other 
areas. And it’s why sound tax policy is not just a worthy policy 
objective in its own right but also the means to a larger and no 
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decreases the share of automatable em-
ployment held by low-skilled workers, and 
increases the likelihood that low-skilled 
workers in automatable jobs become un-
employed.8 According to the researchers, 
the effects differ considerably across indus-
tries and demographic groups with older 
workers the most likely to be impacted. 
They conclude groups often ignored in the 
minimum wage literature are in fact quite 
vulnerable to employment changes and 
job loss because of automation following a 
minimum wage increase.

Noting that the debate about minimum 
wage impacts remains “intense and unset-
tled,” with abundant conflicting evidence, 
another analysis provided some perspective 
on what we don’t know in hopes of chart-
ing a research agenda to better reconcile 
the disparate findings. Highlighting several 
relationships and economic factors that re-
main underanalyzed despite over a century 
of study, the researcher concluded absolut-
ism on the issue is probably neither fruitful 
nor accurate. Instead, it would be wiser and 
more productive to “recognize that there is 
not one minimum wage effect,” and instead 
try “to better understand why the employ-
ment effects of minimum wages vary across 
workers, labor markets, time, and the policy 
environment.” That’s probably sage advice 
to the academic community but woefully 
unsatisfying to policymakers.

Our favorite workforce study, however, 
comes from an attempt to explain why 
younger men (aged 21-30) have exhib-
ited a larger decline in work hours since 
the turn of the century compared to older 
men or women.10 One contributing factor: 
video games. Researchers concluded that 
innovations in gaming since 2004 explains 
about half the increase in leisure pursuits 
for younger men, predicting a decline in 
labor hours of 1.5% to 3% which is 38 to 
79 percent of the differential in the decline 
between this group and older men. Moral: 
good pay and benefits are important, but 
a few X-Boxes in the lunchroom wouldn’t 
hurt either. 

“Will You Still Feed Me When 
I’m 64?”
We obtained some interesting new insights 
into the biggest tax relief beneficiaries of 
Minnesota’s on/off /on again 2017 tax bill – 
senior citizens. A Census Bureau investiga-
tion concluded that incomes of the elderly 
are actually higher than those reported in 
official income and poverty statistics.11

 Us-
ing administrative income records linked to 
survey participants, researchers found me-
dian household income of persons 65 and 
over 30% higher ($44,400 vs. $33,800) and 
poverty rates 24% lower (6.9% vs. 9.1%) 
than what official statistics reported. The 
discrepancy was mainly attributable to un-
derreporting of retirement income from de-
fined benefit pension plans and retirement 
account withdrawals. The large difference 
between survey and administrative records 
were present within most demographic sub-
groups. Researchers noted such findings 
suggest the possibility that surveys of retire-
ment consumption may also be biased by 
income underreporting.

Such findings were further supported by 
an examination of income trends prior to 
and immediately after retirement. Employ-
ing data from the IRS Statistics of Income 
Division, researchers concluded most in-
dividuals do not experience a reduction 
in inflation adjusted spendable income af-
ter claiming Social Security.12 Changes in 
spendable income after claiming Social Se-
curity are the result of changes in both in-
come and taxes, as researchers found that 
declines in work-related income were largely 
offset by a reduction in taxes. The study also 
affirmed that what we think we know about 
the economic condition of seniors and retir-
ing baby boomers is likely incorrect. Citing, 
among other evidence, a study that found 
pension income was underreported by 
nearly 60% on Census surveys, researchers 
noted the data on which official household 
income and poverty statistics are based “suf-
fers from misclassification of income, under-
reporting of income, and underreporting 
of enrollment in means-tested government 
programs.”

So if this calls into at least some question the 
wisdom of having targeted scarce state tax 

relief dollars to this selected demographic, 
it doesn’t explain why Uncle Frank, who’s 
probably in decent economic shape in his 
retirement years, is so argumentative at the 
holiday dinner table. An investigation into 
the role the internet and social media plays 
in the growth of political polarization offers 
some understanding.13 

Testing the hypothesis that the internet 
is a major force in the dramatic growth of 
U.S. political polarization because it allows 
citizens to self-select news and information 
through social media, researchers analyzed 
the relationship between changes in mea-
sures of political polarization with trends 
in internet and social media usage. Perhaps 
surprisingly, researchers found the increase 
in polarization is largest in the demographic 
least likely to use the internet and social me-
dia – a.k.a. seniors. Although less than 20% 
of people aged 75 years and older used social 
media, growth in political polarization index 
points in this demographic was 111% above 
the average population from 1996-2012 
and 660%(!) above adults under 40 (whose 
internet and social media usage is above 
80%). Researchers could only speculate on 
an alternative explanation but noted one 
possibility was “endogenous positioning of 
traditional media” otherwise known as the 
cable TV news channel running 24/7 in the 
living room.

“Dude, This Tax Incidence is To-
tally Awesome”

Minnesota’s adoption of medical marijuana 
legislation may have some unintended fis-
cal consequences – namely increased reli-
ance on costly social insurance programs by 
working age adults. In a study of how pas-
sage of state medical marijuana laws affect 
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) 
and workers compensation claims, research-
ers found adoption of such laws increased 
the propensity to claim SSDI by 9.9% and 
increased SSDI benefits by 2.6%. No sta-
tistically significant effects were found 
relative to workman’s comp although the 
relationship was positive. Interestingly, age 
mattered. Passage of medical marijuana leg-
islation increases SSDI and workers comp 
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claiming among younger adults (23 to 40 
years), but not older ones (41 to 62 years).

Meanwhile, with state budgets under stress 
and support for recreational marijuana legal-
ization growing, states are becoming policy 
laboratories for its taxation and regulation. 
A study examined the impact of the State 
of Washington’s decision to switch from a 

25% gross receipts tax collected at every 
step of the supply chain to a 37% excise tax 
at retail.15 The study concluded that, true to 
gross receipts tax theory, pot tax pyramiding 
led to inefficient forms of vertical integra-
tion within the state’s marijuana growing 

industry. Consumers bore 44% of the addi-
tional retail tax burden. Perhaps most sig-
nificantly, the researchers found consumer 
demand for marijuana to be price inelastic 
in the short run but price elastic within a 
few weeks of the price increase. Based on 
this, researchers concluded both that the 
new excise tax was pushing the inflection 
point and “considerable state revenue may 
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be left on the table” in other states featuring 
much lower levels of taxation.

And if Minnesota does want to eventu-
ally participate in the money grab, research 
based on nearly 40 years of data from high 
school seniors suggests liberalization laws 
have minimal impacts.16 Researchers ex-
amined 132 outcomes ranging from other 
substance abuse to traffic accidents and 
found legalization statistically significantly 
improved twenty outcomes and worsened 
four outcomes although the effects them-
selves were generally very small. One likely 
hypothesis explaining these results, accord-
ing to the researchers, is “removal of these 
laws merely ratifies de jure what is already de 
facto.” Translation: legal or not, people have 
been toking for 40 years.

Additional Color on Growing 
Inequality

It’s safe to say that growing income inequal-
ity is one of the most influential issues shap-
ing both tax and fiscal policy debates in 
government. There is abundant evidence of 
rising income inequality in official statistics 
but several studies this year examined how 
the issue is a much more nuanced and com-
plex one than conventional wisdom might 
suggest.

Much of the nuance arises out of studying 
consumption data, which many economists 
argue is a preferable indicator or measure of 
“real” well-being than income. One study 
found the rise of income inequality over 
the last 50 years (measured by comparing 
the 90th to the 10th percentiles) was over 
4 times greater than the rise in consumption 
inequality (29% versus 7%).17 Another study 
found modest growth in real wages and in 
median household incomes over the last 40 
years when using the federal Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis’ Personal Consumption Ex-
penditure index as the deflator instead of the 
CPI.18 Yet another study offered perspective 
on the inequality issue by comparing IRS 
total income data (labor plus capital) with 

Social Security Administration data on la-
bor income (wages plus self-employment).19 
This analysis found that diverging patterns 
in top income shares are 1) a function of the 
increasing importance of income accruing 
to pass-through entities; and 2) extremely 
concentrated in pass-through income at the 
very farthest tail of the distribution – above 
the 99.99th percentile.

Other Notable Findings

Tax filing is costly and getting more so. A 
study found compliance costs have been 
increasing since the 1980s and has reached 
1.2% of GDP in the most recent years. In 
examining taxpayers’ choices between item-
izing and claiming the standard deduction, 
the study also concluded taxpayers will for-
go tax savings to avoid compliance costs.20 

More evidence of the beneficial effects of 
work supports comes from a study examin-
ing the relationship between state earned 
income tax credits and the health benefits 
to mothers and newborns. For key infant 
health outcomes like birthweight and gesta-
tion weeks, the greatest positive effects were 
seen among states like Minnesota with the 
most generous EITCs.21 

What does the likely shift of redistributive 
policy financing obligations from the federal 
government to the state level mean for state 
budgets in recessionary times? Potentially a 
lot. A study examining the implications of 
Medicaid financing reform for state govern-
ment budgets concluded that had an “acy-
clical” block grant structure unresponsive to 
economic conditions been in place during 
the Great Recession it would have increased 
states’ shortfall by 2% to 3.5% of own source 
revenues compared to the current matching 
system.22 As a frame of reference, 3.5% of 
Minnesota’s 2009 state own source income 
was about $735 million.

2017 Fiscal Raspberry Award 

It was probably only a matter of time. For 
years many public pension plan advocates 

have argued 80% funding is the standard 
by which to determine whether a plan is 
healthy – an idea officially labeled a “myth” 
by the American Academy of Actuaries and 
a level other public pension experts argue 
should only ever be breached under the very 
worst economic circumstances. As pension 
plans across the country struggle to regain 
even this lowball level of fiscal health, it ap-
pears the white flag has been raised and a 
new argument is being advanced rational-
izing pension underfunding as good public 
policy. Our winner of the 2017 Fiscal Rasp-
berry award is the policy brief, “Funding 
Public Pensions: Is Full Pension Funding a 
Misguided Goal?” from the Haas Institute at 
University of California, Berkeley.

Retitled by one professional actuary wit, 
“Funding Public Pensions: Is Actually Paying 
the Promised Benefits a Misguided Goal?” 
the policy brief is primarily an argument 
against recently promulgated public pension 
accounting standards and their influence in 
setting contribution requirements. But the 
brief argues the pursuit of full funding under 
these accounting rules is not only unneces-
sary, it’s wasteful.

The analysis essentially boils down to this – 
state governments don’t go away and pen-
sion plans don’t need to be fully funded to 
keep benefit checks from bouncing. There-
fore striving for full funding and obsessing 
over pension debt is wasteful by diverting 
money away from essential public services. 
The paper argues, “many if not most defined 
benefit pension systems can operate forever 
at far less than full funding.” How?

“If the contributions to the fund (employer 
and employee contributions, as well as in-
vestment income) are adequate to offset 
the normal cost (the present value of ad-
ditional benefits accrued by all employees 
in that year – ed.), then the unfunded li-
ability of a plan will not change from one 
year to the next. If the unfunded liability 
does not change one year to the next, the 
fund can operate indefinitely with the same 
unfunded liability.”

There are a lot of “ifs” in that perpetual mo-
tion finance machine, to which we would 
add a few others:

• What if plan cash flow net of investment 
returns is chronically negative (as in Min-
nesota and the rest of the country) to the 
tune of billions of dollars per year due to 

ever-increasing benefit payments to an 
ever-increasing supply of retirees putting 
evermore pressure on investment returns 
and higher contributions just to offset 
normal cost growth, let alone amortize 
billions in unfunded obligations?

• What if investment returns from risk asset 
classes are negative or below expectations 
for a period of years with their inherent 
compounding effects?

• What if future taxpayers under this mor-
phing “pay as you go” concept decide they 
don’t want to be saddled with the retire-
ment expense of both their own workforce 
and those that retired long before them?

• What if the opportunity cost to future 
taxpayers “to keep those pension checks 

from bouncing” means drastic cuts in 
education, human services and other es-
sential government programs for those 
taxpayers?

• What if pension beneficiaries want and 
expect full funding assurances and don’t 
want to be surprised by large, unexpect-
ed benefit cuts when essential demands 
of the present supersede promises of the 
past?

And more to the point – the whole reason 
pension plans have unfunded liabilities in 
the first place is because past contributions 
and investment returns failed to cover the 
normal cost of benefits. If they had been, 
these plans would be in fine shape. What 
exactly has changed since 2000 to guaran-
tee “adequate” funding for each year’s crop 

of new benefits?

We have been watching like a hawk to see if 
any hint of this analysis would seep into the 
debate surrounding Minnesota public pen-
sions. Fortunately, we have seen no sign of it 
here even though it has now become fodder 
for pension advocates at the national level 
and in other states. So kudos to Minne-
sota’s plan managers and policy leaders for 
continuing to understand the importance 
of adequately funding pension plans, even if 
their response to our problems to date has 
been several dollars late and even more dol-
lars short. Q
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be left on the table” in other states featuring 
much lower levels of taxation.

And if Minnesota does want to eventu-
ally participate in the money grab, research 
based on nearly 40 years of data from high 
school seniors suggests liberalization laws 
have minimal impacts.16 Researchers ex-
amined 132 outcomes ranging from other 
substance abuse to traffic accidents and 
found legalization statistically significantly 
improved twenty outcomes and worsened 
four outcomes although the effects them-
selves were generally very small. One likely 
hypothesis explaining these results, accord-
ing to the researchers, is “removal of these 
laws merely ratifies de jure what is already de 
facto.” Translation: legal or not, people have 
been toking for 40 years.

Additional Color on Growing 
Inequality

It’s safe to say that growing income inequal-
ity is one of the most influential issues shap-
ing both tax and fiscal policy debates in 
government. There is abundant evidence of 
rising income inequality in official statistics 
but several studies this year examined how 
the issue is a much more nuanced and com-
plex one than conventional wisdom might 
suggest.

Much of the nuance arises out of studying 
consumption data, which many economists 
argue is a preferable indicator or measure of 
“real” well-being than income. One study 
found the rise of income inequality over 
the last 50 years (measured by comparing 
the 90th to the 10th percentiles) was over 
4 times greater than the rise in consumption 
inequality (29% versus 7%).17 Another study 
found modest growth in real wages and in 
median household incomes over the last 40 
years when using the federal Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis’ Personal Consumption Ex-
penditure index as the deflator instead of the 
CPI.18 Yet another study offered perspective 
on the inequality issue by comparing IRS 
total income data (labor plus capital) with 

Social Security Administration data on la-
bor income (wages plus self-employment).19 
This analysis found that diverging patterns 
in top income shares are 1) a function of the 
increasing importance of income accruing 
to pass-through entities; and 2) extremely 
concentrated in pass-through income at the 
very farthest tail of the distribution – above 
the 99.99th percentile.

Other Notable Findings

Tax filing is costly and getting more so. A 
study found compliance costs have been 
increasing since the 1980s and has reached 
1.2% of GDP in the most recent years. In 
examining taxpayers’ choices between item-
izing and claiming the standard deduction, 
the study also concluded taxpayers will for-
go tax savings to avoid compliance costs.20 

More evidence of the beneficial effects of 
work supports comes from a study examin-
ing the relationship between state earned 
income tax credits and the health benefits 
to mothers and newborns. For key infant 
health outcomes like birthweight and gesta-
tion weeks, the greatest positive effects were 
seen among states like Minnesota with the 
most generous EITCs.21 

What does the likely shift of redistributive 
policy financing obligations from the federal 
government to the state level mean for state 
budgets in recessionary times? Potentially a 
lot. A study examining the implications of 
Medicaid financing reform for state govern-
ment budgets concluded that had an “acy-
clical” block grant structure unresponsive to 
economic conditions been in place during 
the Great Recession it would have increased 
states’ shortfall by 2% to 3.5% of own source 
revenues compared to the current matching 
system.22 As a frame of reference, 3.5% of 
Minnesota’s 2009 state own source income 
was about $735 million.
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years many public pension plan advocates 

have argued 80% funding is the standard 
by which to determine whether a plan is 
healthy – an idea officially labeled a “myth” 
by the American Academy of Actuaries and 
a level other public pension experts argue 
should only ever be breached under the very 
worst economic circumstances. As pension 
plans across the country struggle to regain 
even this lowball level of fiscal health, it ap-
pears the white flag has been raised and a 
new argument is being advanced rational-
izing pension underfunding as good public 
policy. Our winner of the 2017 Fiscal Rasp-
berry award is the policy brief, “Funding 
Public Pensions: Is Full Pension Funding a 
Misguided Goal?” from the Haas Institute at 
University of California, Berkeley.
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“Funding Public Pensions: Is Actually Paying 
the Promised Benefits a Misguided Goal?” 
the policy brief is primarily an argument 
against recently promulgated public pension 
accounting standards and their influence in 
setting contribution requirements. But the 
brief argues the pursuit of full funding under 
these accounting rules is not only unneces-
sary, it’s wasteful.

The analysis essentially boils down to this – 
state governments don’t go away and pen-
sion plans don’t need to be fully funded to 
keep benefit checks from bouncing. There-
fore striving for full funding and obsessing 
over pension debt is wasteful by diverting 
money away from essential public services. 
The paper argues, “many if not most defined 
benefit pension systems can operate forever 
at far less than full funding.” How?

“If the contributions to the fund (employer 
and employee contributions, as well as in-
vestment income) are adequate to offset 
the normal cost (the present value of ad-
ditional benefits accrued by all employees 
in that year – ed.), then the unfunded li-
ability of a plan will not change from one 
year to the next. If the unfunded liability 
does not change one year to the next, the 
fund can operate indefinitely with the same 
unfunded liability.”

There are a lot of “ifs” in that perpetual mo-
tion finance machine, to which we would 
add a few others:

• What if plan cash flow net of investment 
returns is chronically negative (as in Min-
nesota and the rest of the country) to the 
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ever-increasing benefit payments to an 
ever-increasing supply of retirees putting 
evermore pressure on investment returns 
and higher contributions just to offset 
normal cost growth, let alone amortize 
billions in unfunded obligations?
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classes are negative or below expectations 
for a period of years with their inherent 
compounding effects?

• What if future taxpayers under this mor-
phing “pay as you go” concept decide they 
don’t want to be saddled with the retire-
ment expense of both their own workforce 
and those that retired long before them?

• What if the opportunity cost to future 
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from bouncing” means drastic cuts in 
education, human services and other es-
sential government programs for those 
taxpayers?

• What if pension beneficiaries want and 
expect full funding assurances and don’t 
want to be surprised by large, unexpect-
ed benefit cuts when essential demands 
of the present supersede promises of the 
past?

And more to the point – the whole reason 
pension plans have unfunded liabilities in 
the first place is because past contributions 
and investment returns failed to cover the 
normal cost of benefits. If they had been, 
these plans would be in fine shape. What 
exactly has changed since 2000 to guaran-
tee “adequate” funding for each year’s crop 

of new benefits?

We have been watching like a hawk to see if 
any hint of this analysis would seep into the 
debate surrounding Minnesota public pen-
sions. Fortunately, we have seen no sign of it 
here even though it has now become fodder 
for pension advocates at the national level 
and in other states. So kudos to Minne-
sota’s plan managers and policy leaders for 
continuing to understand the importance 
of adequately funding pension plans, even if 
their response to our problems to date has 
been several dollars late and even more dol-
lars short. Q
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What Federal Tax Reform 

Means for Minnesota 

A look at the Minnesota impacts of the House 
and Senate tax reform bills and some looming 
policy questions for state lawmakers in 2018.

When Minnesota Management and Budget 
released its November forecast showing a 
deficit of $188 million for the current bien-
nium, the “we warned you” comments from 
DFLers and “we need to get spending un-
der control” statements from Republicans 
were not surprising. However, unlike many 
past forecast releases, the rhetorical fervor 
was muted. Some of that has to do with the 

relatively small size of the projected deficit 
and the fact that 2018 is not a budget year. 
But everyone also recognizes the February 
forecast is going to change and perhaps dra-
matically in light of developments in Wash-
ington, DC. Or as Senate Majority Leader 
Paul Gazelka said, the November forecast 
was “obsolete on arrival.”

The February economic forecast from ear-
lier this year anticipated tax reform, but the 
state’s macroeconomic consultants removed 
those expectations from the November fore-
cast – likely because months of inactivity 
made federal action seem doubtful. Now 
that the odds favor passage of a federal tax 
bill, state policymakers are in “wait and 
see” mode with respect to how Minnesota’s 
macroeconomic models digest whatever 
Congress eventually comes up with. But 
changes to the federal tax regime raise a 
host of potential state tax policy issues with 
which legislators will have to grapple. And 
given the nature of the effort and its poten-
tial administrative, distributional, and rev-
enue implications for the state, Minnesota 
tax policy may prove to be a bigger arena of 
political drama and intrigue than the state 
budget itself.

A Look at the Impacts on Minne-
sota Individual Income Taxpayers 

We modeled the effects both the final House1 

and Senate bills would have on federal and 
state income tax burdens for income tax fil-
ers at selected incomes and filing statuses. 
Our modeling is based on taxpayer data 
that the Department of Revenue provided 
for our latest Multistate Individual Income 
Tax Comparison Study (tax year 2014). This 
information allows us to model an “average 
taxpayer” for filer types at various incomes. 
The findings from that study establish our 
comparative baseline, and we modeled tax 
returns for those filers under both the final 
House and Senate bills (Tables 1 and 2).

Some important caveats apply:

• We assume federal taxable income re-
mains the starting point for Minnesota 

returns and Minnesota’s only policy re-
sponse is to fully conform to the new cal-
culations of federal taxable income.

• Since the taxpayer information we have is 
specific to tax year 2014, our analysis as-
sumes that changes effective for the 2018 
tax year were instead effective for 2014. 
This creates slightly larger differences be-
tween the baseline standard deduction 
and personal exemption amounts and the 
new standard deduction, and therefore 
may slightly overstate the magnitude of 
tax cuts.

• Any individual taxpayer at these income 
levels may have a much different tax bur-
den than this “average” taxpayer. The 
most important factors in any variations 
include 1) the number of dependents 
claimed, 2) the total amount of itemized 
deductions a filer claims, and 3) the use 
of any “above the line” deductions (i.e. 
income subtracted in the calculation of 
federal adjusted gross income) many of 
which would be eliminated in both the 
House and Senate bills. Our analysis as-
sumes married-joint filers have two chil-
dren and head of household filers have 
one child. 

A few observations:

Most people should see a reduction in 
their federal income taxes. Statements (or 
implications) that these bills result in broad 
based tax increases on low and middle in-
come households are incorrect – at least 
in the short term. Those assertions assume 
that the elimination of the individual rate 
reductions will happen as scheduled some-
time during the 2020s and taxes will rise 
accordingly. In the near term, most house-
holds get an (often sizeable) federal in-
come tax cut – a conclusion shared by the 
Brookings-Urban Tax Policy Center, which 
estimated only 7% of households would see 
a tax increase in 2019.

State income tax burdens would go up for 
most Minnesotans but would decrease for 
wealthier Minnesotans. A major theme 
of this federal income tax reform effort is 
broader bases and lowered rates. The effort 
would also broaden the base for Minneso-
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